Autoradiographic distribution of TRH binding sites in the human hypothalamus.
Using in vitro quantitative autoradiography and [3H]3MeTRH, a selective high affinity radioligand, we examined the rostrocaudal distribution of TRH binding sites in both the infant and the adult human hypothalamus. The saturation curve shows that the [3H]3MeTRH binds with high affinity to a single class of TRH binding sites and is saturable, the apparent constant of dissociation is in the namomolar range. TRH binding sites showed a wide distribution, principally in the anterior and mediobasal levels of the hypothalamus. TRH binding site concentration was highest within the diagonal band of Broca, the lateral preoptic area, the infundibular and the tuberal nuclei. TRH binding site concentration was moderate in the ventromedial nucleus and the medial preoptic area, whereas we observed low densities in the periventricular, paraventricular and mammillary nuclei. The distribution in the infant and the adult is generally similar. However, it is noteworthy that the infant tuberal nuclei displayed a lower binding site density when compared to the adult. On the other hand, the diagonal band of Broca is relatively more labeled in infant. The analysis of the whole hypothalamus allows us to ascertain the absence of lateral asymmetric distribution both in the infant and the adult. No significant difference is noticed when considering as parameters of variation age, sex or post mortem delay.